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Objective of this session

SSE NETWORKS

• To understand the SSE as the movement and the importance of network
• To understand the SSE actors
• To understand the relation of the SSE country studies with regional and global movement

COMMUNICATION

To facilitate post-course sharing of knowledge, information/updates/reports related to the concepts and practice of SSE; and

Too monitor any ongoing ASEC SSE Online Academy courses that might be conducted by participants at the local/national level.
NETWORK: Movement of Movement

“Bersatu kita teguh bercerai kita runtuh”, together we are strong, separated we are weak

Intercontinental Network, ASEC is a partner of RIPESS Reseau Intercontinental de Promotion de l’économie social solidarity (intercontinental Network for the Promotion of Social Solidarity Economy).

6 continents

Website of Ripess: www.ripess.org

• Promotion of the SSE Global vision
• Capacity building
• Building relationships with international organizations and public policy advocacy
• Communication
• Networks and Mapping
An interconnected movement:

- SSE
- Closes alliances
- Strategical relationships
- Spaces to influence
Country cases study is the tools for regional/global advocacies

- Promotion of the SSE Global vision
- Capacity building
- Building relationships with international organizations and public policy advocacy
- Communication
- Networks and Mapping
COMMUNICATION

Social Solidarity Economy (SSE)

A Theories
- Articles
- Videos
- Photos

B Practices
- Articles
- Videos
- Photos

C "SSE Stories"

The aim is to enlarge the C section.
Strategy of A
“slide right the theories”

1. Online SSE Academy – training
   • Continent level
   • Country level
   Zoom, ...

2. Closed discussion/ follow up
   Whatsapp, email, ...

4. Showcase & Open discussion
   Contenting, publishing, moderating
   on: Facebook, twitter, Instagram, YouTube

5. Digital library
   Website

Strategy of B
“slide left the practices”

1. Online SSE Academy – sharing
   • Continent level
   • Country level
   Zoom, ...

3. Fostering
   Interview, questioner, survey, translator